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Introduction
The story of this investigation by 5 year old
girls could have had many titles. In fact, as it
was becoming a documentation panel, it did.
So many elements of the project invite
interpretation! But in the end, the most
compelling aspect of the children’s monthslong engagement was, for me, the dialogue
between emotion and intellect throughout the
project.
Some might say that when children express
fears born of the imagination, it is the adult’s
job to reassure them that what they fear is not
real. They believe this will abate the child’s
fear, and it might for a moment. But the child
is small and the world is big. The wolf or the
witch or the monster that hides under the bed
is the child’s symbol of that big world and all
that is in it that might hurt her. She cannot
articulate what is really scaring her when she
is left alone in the dark, for example. So she
cleverly invents a symbol of her fear. And it is
most often bigger, faster, stronger than she, or
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maybe even than her caregivers. What strong
emotion that leaves her with!
I have observed over the years that when
children are able to put a cognitive overlay on
their emotions...play it, talk it, draw it, write it,
represent it in some way...they develop tools
that give them a sense of control over those
emotions. We have seen in children who
represent danger and rescue scenarios through
supported play, conversation and drawing, for
example, a growing sense of power against
what scares them.
In this investigation, the children first
generated tiny bits of fear and found their
voices against it. In time they constructed
much larger fear objects and vanquished them.
With each iteration, it seemed, the children
grew in their confidence and courage. Thus,
the title of this book, “The Evolution Of
Courage.”
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Chapter One

Imagination As
The Path To
the Intellect
Floating, Sinking,
Magic, and Fairies

As often happens, this investigation began
with an entirely unrelated event and one
child’s hypothesis about it. The children were
making Lego boats and testing them in a tub of
water to see if they would float. Josie’s Lego
boat sank at first, but then she put her hands
under it and it “floated.” At the time, Josie
acknowledged that she helped the boat float.
However, when we revisited the children’s
interest in the floating and sinking of their
boats at our next class meeting, Josie
elaborated, “When I took my hands out it still
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floated. It was magical. Maybe that water had
magic! Magic is real!”

In moments like these, we can take
the children’s interest, energy and
the way the idea calls to them from
other parts of the room as a sign
that there may be an idea worth
pursuing at hand. And so, we might
decide to take the children’s
considerable interest in one child’s
idea to make and test Lego boats to
the whole group, in this case,
helping Josie tell what happened
and what she thought about it. The
teacher acts as memory proxy for
the child(ren) involved in the
provocation and facilitates the
conversation. She/he continues to
evaluate the children’s engagement
with the idea and, as happened here,
what seemed to be the most salient
aspect of the idea to the group.
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Although I thought we were going to talk
about the children’s experience with sinking
and floating, right away the children’s interest
gravitated to “magic,” and, as a sub-topic,
“fairies.”

“Magic tricks are real in the human
world, but not like fairy magic.”
“I know that there’s magic at night time
when a fairy does magic, so I know
there’s magic in the human world.”
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Though the conversation ebbed and flowed
within the topic, “magic,” it returned to
“fairies” repeatedly. Suddenly, one of the
children exclaimed, “There’s a fairy outside
our window right now!”
Later that morning the children went on a
spontaneous fairy hunt outdoors, further
supporting my hypothesis that there was
something big afoot, and further feeding the
energy behind the idea.

“This is where the fairies sleep!”
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Documenting the number of fairies found and
evidence of magic
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“What if we found a flower fairy?”
“What if we found a dream fairy?”
“Fairies are attracted to green.”

A small group wanted to hunt for fairies
beyond the playground and in unfamiliar
buildings. While in the hallway of a building
they’d never been in before, the children
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noticed tiny crevices in the bricks and other
anomalies that indicated, to them, the
presence of fairies, all the while stretching
their imaginations to accommodate these new
possibilities.

Asking interested adults if they’d seen any
signs that fairies had been there.

The next day we took the children’s
observations about magic and fairies back to
them, knowing that if the idea were compelling
enough, the children would return to it and
build on it. Here are some excerpts from this
second conversation.
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The Nature Of Fairies
“If you capture a fairy the fairy will die.
All the fairies will die.”
“[So we’ll] say “fairy, fairy, fairy,” so
the fairy will come into the cage box,
and you can close it to have the fairy.”

“If you be nice to them, and you
believe in fairies, they won’t die if you
capture them.”

Caring For Fairies
“The way to get them warm is give
them a fire, but don’t let them get in
the fire.”
“Yeah. It will get like squishy, and you
know that it will die. But if you put it
by the couch it will not die.”
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The Conflict Between Desire For
Power And Safety
“On the playground I saw fairy magic,
and the fairy magic made a cookie.”
What happens if people get hold of
fairy magic?
“They will become magic.”
“They will become a fairy.”
“You will not become a fairy, but
you’ll fly.”
“If you flied, all of you, then you
wouldn’t have your mommy and
daddy’s house, so you wouldn’t be
with your...”
“I want to be with my mommy and
daddy!”
“You could fly back home if you’re
smart enough and you know where to
go.”
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“What about the fairy goes at your
own house?”
“What if you follow the fairy to your
house?”
“What if the fairy controlled you?”
“She controls the magic with her
wings.”

Reconciling The Fear So The
Imagination Can Soar
What if you were a fairy? What would
you do?
“I don’t want to be a fairy because
then I couldn’t live with my mom and
dad.”
“I would have imaginary wings so I
could fly away from my mom and dad
and my brother.”
“I would go to fairy world.”
“I would turn my mom and dad into
fairies so we could keep our moms
and dads.”
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Distinguishing Between Types Of
Fairies
“Fairies do things to help people. Like
the tooth fairy brings you money and
helps you.”
“[There are] TYPES of fairies.”
“There is a tinkering fairy. It tinkers
and finds stuff on the shore and
then puts it back together.”
“The snow fairy makes snow and
brings winter to the world.”
“Helper fairies help and find food
and trees, and they sleep in nests
that have feathers in it.”
“I have fairies at my house...a water
fairy. She helps make water. And I
have a bird fairy that teaches birds
how to fly.”
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In a way, the children framed the investigation
going forward in this conversation. Although
they did not touch on all the topics they
eventually chose to investigate, they planted
the seeds of thought for themselves. Of course,
we adults could not know that then.
With visions of fairies floating in the ether, the
children drew different “types” of fairies, all, at
this point, friendly.

The Flower Fairy teaches different little kid
Flower Fairies how to fly.
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The Light Fairy throws light to the sun.

The Snow Fairy makes snow
fall.
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The Star Fairy makes stars and comes out at
nighttime. It’s really a big fairy with a big job.

The children were ambivalent about the fairies
from the beginning: drawn to the idea, driven
to talk, play and represent fairy themes but
also a wee bit afraid still. We kept checking in
with them to help them process their
emotions. One conversation began with the
children imagining mean tricks to lure the
fairies to the classroom but ended with them
imagining ways to attract them.
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• Make flower fairies to trick the real fairies
into thinking JK is a fairy-populated place
• Watch a movie about fairies so that the real
fairies will think there are other fairies here
• Give the fairies chocolate
• Make flowers for the fairies to sleep in
• Make beds for the fairy houses for the fairies
to sleep in
• Make boots for the fairies (to go with coats
they already have)
• Make signs to say “All fairies come” and
“Fairies come to school”
In subsequent days, the children put into
action some of the ideas born of their
conversations. They designed and constructed
accommodations for the fairies...a house with
beds, tables, and other things fairies might
need. But their enthusiasm about the prospect
of fairies visiting the classroom was still
accompanied by just a little trepidation. They
quickly came up with a way to befriend the
fairies. Perhaps then the children will not be
victims of the fairies’ magic.
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“Fairies can’t fly inside [to get the
things we will make for them],
because you have to leave a door open
for the fairies to get in, or the
windows.”
“[If the fairies do come into the
classroom] then we would turn into
fairies!”
“No, we wouldn’t! We could send
them a note.”
The children thought that was a good idea, and
they dictated a note for the fairies:
Dear Fairies,
Please come to JK, because we have
a surprise for you. We have a
present for you. We love you forever.
With the letter written, the children felt
reassured that the fairies would see them as
benevolent and would not turn them into
fairies.
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Some of the children chose to make their own
copies of the letter to fairies.
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Chapter Two

Identifying
With Fairies:
Empathy And
Compassion

Imagining A Place For
Fairies: Fairy World
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As the children continued their dialogue about
fairies, they honed their image of fairies and,
as they came to identify with them, created a
world for them in the classroom.
“If you don’t believe in fairies it will
make the fairies die!”
“I don’t believe in fairies. My mommy
and daddy said to me fairies are not
real, so I don’t believe in them.”
“They are! Fairies call grownups
‘clumsies.’ Like, they’re not very
smart. Don’t listen to your parents
when they say fairies aren’t real.
Because I’ve seen a fairy moving.”
“Yeah, but we’re smart. If [grownups]
don’t believe in fairies, they’re
clumsy.”
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“One time I heard fairies. They said
something to me in English.”
“I think they speak Spanish.”
“Different kinds of fairies speak
different languages.”
“Guess what? I heard a whole lot of
different kinds of fairies, and they all
were talking in English.”
“I want to find the fairies. We can do
something else, like if we look at the
fairies we want and if the fairies come
to JK we’re gonna make a tiny little
dress for them.” (This from the child
who earlier in the conversation said
she did not believe in fairies).
The children proposed to make a school for the
fairies. And dresses for them. And books for
them. Hotels, towers, a playground, a “water
fairy world,” houses, fairy music, swimming
pools, flowers, trees to live in, a castle, and so
on. They would build a whole world for fairies!
When not working on Fairy World,
they
performed fairy dances, close to the ground
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because, they reasoned, fairies are small. And
the children projected some of their own
problems onto the fairies:
“I thought I saw a fairy crying, because
the boy fairy hit the girl fairy.”
“And some girls hit boys.”
What should the fairy do?
“Hit her back?”
“No!”
“Say, ‘I don’t like that.’”
“Or she could shoo him away.”
“Like a bug.”
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The children explore natural materials made
available for creating the Fairy World they
have planned.
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Weaving wisteria vine to make a fairy
house
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Making a bed for a fairy house
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Constructing a diﬀerent kind of fairy house

The children considered not only the plane in
front of them when constructing Fairy
World, but also the one above. They wanted
the fairy world to have a sky.

Painting a rainbow for the sky
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Rainbow and sunset clouds hanging over Fairy
World

When they
finished Fairy
World indoors,
the children set
out to make one
outdoors.
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Chapter Three

Identifying
With Fairies
Compassion And
Problems Fairies
Might Share With
Children

Making Coats For Fairies In
Anticipation Of A Snowy Night
One Winter day, we told the children of the
possibility that it would snow that night. The
children became worried about the fairies
being cold in the snow.
“We have to make them coats!” one of the
children declared. So a small group designed
and sewed coats for the fairies. The children
left the coats out at the end of the day, hoping
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that the fairies would find them and survive
the snowfall.
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The coats were, in fact gone the next
morning, reassuring the children that the
fairies were fine.
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Chapter Four

Good vs Evil
And Fairies As A
Vehicle For Exploring
Archetypal Ideas
As the children continued to play, represent
and talk about fairies, they introduced bad
fairies into their narrative. At first they
proposed that bad fairies want only to hurt
good fairies, not children. Day after day,
mostly around Fairy World, they devised ways
to thwart the bad fairies and keep them away
from the good fairies. As time went on, they
became bolder about the actions they had the
bad fairies take, including, one day, “danger”
to the school building in Fairy World.
Eventually, the “bad fairies” were embodied in
one “evil fairy,” who got a name and for whom
the children constructed a persona (“Vidia”
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did not like sunshine or funny things or, really,
anything that the children loved). Only after
much work with these ideas and imagining
ways in which they were stronger than the evil
fairies were the children able to invite the
dangerous creatures in so that they could
vanquish them.
At one point, we asked the children, “What is
the difference between a good fairy and a bad
fairy?” Here are a few of their representations
of the contrast in drawings and in words.
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Imagining Physical Power:
“My brother always says, ‘Vidia,
Vidia, Vidia, invite to Erin’s bedroom!
Vidia, invite to Erin’s bedroom!’ I say
‘NO!’ and I go get a pillow and keep it
in my room, and…I go get a stick, and
I can smack Vidia with the stick, and
then I can light a fire, and then I’ll
pick her up and with a stick and a
rope I’ll tie her up.”
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Psychological Power Against Evil:
“I saw Vidia last night. She gave me a
hug, and she left me a cupcake.”

Children Vs. The Evil
Fairy: Vanquishing
Danger
Making traps for Vidia
The children set out to capture Vidia, not to
“have” her as they wanted to have the fairies
when making Fairy World, but to vanquish
her. They chose string and a chair to make
their trap.
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When the web was finished the children took
stock and observed that if Vidia were able to
get into the trap she could fly out through the
same spaces by which she’d entered. Olivia D.,
Olivia H., and Erin proposed to weave yellow
strips of cloth into the trap (“like sunshine.
Vidia hates sunshine”) to close some of the
spaces. Not satisfied that this was sufficient,
the children drew pretend holes on the strips
of cloth so that Vidia would believe that she
could exit through the holes and be so
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confused when she could not that she would
never get out of the trap.
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The Finished Trap

It took a certain courage to make a trap to
capture Vidia, as it made the possibility that
they children would actually encounter the
dangerous fairy more present. Having tested
their courage in this way, the children waded
deeper into the danger. Where earlier they
were not willing to make images of Vidia, they
were now ready to represent her. When they
expressed interest in drawing the evil fairy, we
began the process together.
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Chapter Five

Creating
Danger In
Order To
Vanquish It
“There’s more good fairies. There’s
only three bad fairies, and lots of
good fairies.”

“We have to save the whole planet.
You know why? The bad fairies
want to make the whole world evil.
We can make the whole earth safe.”

Erin was the only child who was hesitant to
invite Vidia to JK via traps and other lures,
because she was afraid. The children took care
of her. Eliza made a shield that Erin could hold
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up to ward off the evil fairy if she felt afraid.
With this care Erin gave the group her blessing
to continue.

Creating a shield for Erin to use as protection
against Vidia
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Making Evil Visible For The First
Time
As an invitation to the children we asked,
“What does Vidia look like?” In the safe
context of collaborative drawing (the children
direct the teacher’s pen, sometimes adding to
the drawing themselves), the children coconstructed the face of Vidia.
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“Let’s draw the rest [of her]!” they urged. The
next day we offered large paper for the the
children to represent all of Vidia in small
groups. As each representation was finished
the children asked for more paper and created
yet another bad fairy, as their representation
took on an entirely different character and
purpose from the original intent.
Small group representations of the entire evil
fairy evolved into making fairies both funny
(Vidia hates “funny”) and scarier than Vidia,
which the children hung in strategic places in
the classroom to keep themselves safe.
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A fairy “eviler” than
Vidia on the front
door will stop Vidia
from entering.
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If Vidia gets past the door fairy, she will stop
to use hand sanitizer on her way in, as the
children do, and be repelled by the eviler
fairy over the Purell dispenser.
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If, finally, Vidia does get into the classrooms,
the eviler fairy near the meeting space will
keep the children safe.
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Chapter Six

Conclusion
In my research over the years I have come to
understand that children have a strong
symbolic relationship with archetypal ideas
that have engaged humankind throughout
time and across cultures. I believe that
Danger, Safety, and the power to transform
one to the other is one such idea. As they let
this investigation slowly slip away after three
months of work, the children emerged with
enhanced personal resources and greater
courage to live as someone small in a big,
sometimes scary, world.
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The Evolution Of Courage

Protection Complete. Erin no
longer needs her shield

Hunting The Evil Fairy
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With confidence, passion and enhanced powers of
observation, the children hunted the evil fairy…
symbol of all the dangers of the world…ready to
face her and repossess her power: “I’m not afraid
of YOU!”
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Appendix

For more about children’s work with the
archetypal idea “Danger/Safety,” see OkenWright, P. “Documentation: Both Mirror and
Light”, Innovations In Early Education: The
International Reggio Exchange, vol. 8 no. 4,
Fall 2001
and
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Oken-Wright and Gravett, “Big Ideas And The
Essence of Intent”, 2002. In Fu, Hill, and
Stremmel, eds. Teaching and Learning:
Collaborative Exploration of the Reggio
Emilia Approach (pp 197-220). Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Merrill Prentice Hall.
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